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The Askaryan Radio Array Station 1 (A1), the first among five autonomous stations deployed for
the ARA experiment at the South Pole, is a unique ultra-high energy neutrino (UHEN) detector
based on the Askaryan effect that uses Antarctic ice as the detector medium. Its 16 radio antennas
(distributed across 4 strings, each with 2 Vertically Polarized (VPol), 2 Horizontally Polarized
(HPol) receivers), and 2 strings of transmitting antennas (calibration pulsers, CPs), each with 1
VPol and 1 HPol channel, are deployed at depths less than 100 m within the shallow firn zone of
the 2.8 km thick South Pole (SP) ice. We apply different methods to calibrate its Ice Ray Sampler
second generation (IRS2) chip for timing offset and ADC-to-Voltage conversion factors using a
known continuous wave input signal to the digitizer, and achieve a precision of sub-nanoseconds.
We achieve better calibration for odd, compared to even samples, and also find that the HPols
under-perform relative to the VPol channels. Our timing calibrated data is subsequently used to
calibrate the ADC-to-Voltage conversion as well as precise antenna locations, as a precursor to
vertex reconstruction. The calibrated data will then be analyzed for UHEN signals in the final
step of data compression. The ability of A1 to scan the firn region of SP ice sheet will contribute
greatly towards a 5-station analysis and will inform the design of the planned IceCube Gen-2 radio
array.
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1. Introduction

Neutrinos are unique cosmic messengers carrying important information about their sources
over astronomical distance. Thus, detecting UHENs (𝐸a ≥ 1017 eV) opens a new window to the high
energy universe. Whereas other UHE particles (namely cosmic rays and gamma rays) are either
destroyed by interactions with the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) above approximately
1019.5 eV or annihilate with the CMB and/or Extragalactic Background Light above a few TeV,
UHE neutrinos are largely unattenuated over cosmic distances due to their weakly interacting
nature. However, the flux of UHEN is miniscule, as shown in Fig. 1. Owing to their low flux
and low cross-sections, we need gigantic detector volumes, for which we use naturally available ice
sheets in Antarctica (ARA [2]) and/or Greenland (RNO-G [3]).
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Grand Unified Neutrino Spectrum (GUNS) at Earth

Figure 1: Neutrino spectrum at Earth integrated over directions and summed over flavors. Antineutrinos
and neutrinos are shown by dashed or dotted lines and solid lines, respectively. Red squared box illustrates
the steep spectrum, particularly at TeV and EeV energies. Figure adapted from [1].

1.1 Cosmogenic and astrophysical neutrinos

When an accelerated proton from astrophysical objects such as Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
or Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) interacts with the ambient matter (N), it produces pions which
subsequently decay to neutrinos and gamma rays as shown in Eqns. (1), (2) and (3).

𝑝 + 𝑁 −→ 𝜋 + 𝑋 (𝜋 = 𝜋0, 𝜋+, 𝜋−)
𝜋0 −→ 𝛾 + 𝛾 (1)

𝜋+(𝜋−) −→ `+(`−) + a` (ā`) (2)

`+(`−) −→ 𝑒+(𝑒−) + a𝑒 (ā𝑒) + ā` (a`) (3)
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The neutrinos produced in the environment host to these astrophysical objects are referred to as
astrophysical neutrinos. Cosmogenic neutrinos (𝐸a ≥ 100 PeV), on the other hand, are produced
when UHE cosmic rays (UHECRs) interact with the CMB as shown in Eqn. (4).

𝑝 + 𝛾𝐶𝑀𝐵

Δ+
−−−−→

{
𝑝 + 𝜋0 −→ 𝑝 + 𝛾 + 𝛾

𝑛 + 𝜋+ −→ 𝑛 + 𝑒+ + a` + a𝑒 + ā`
(4)

A source a𝑒 : a` : a𝜏 = 1 : 2 : 0 ratio evolves to 1 : 1 : 1 at Earth via the phenomenon of neutrino
oscillations. Detecting these UHENs will not only help us understand their sources but also will
contribute significantly towards multi-messenger astronomy.

2. The A1 Detector

A1 was deployed during the summer season of 2011-2012 and started consistently taking data
in early 2014. Located 2 km away from the IceCube Neutrino Observatory, this station is unique
in its configuration. Due to drilling difficulties, the in-ice antennas of this station could only be
installed at a depth of less than 100 m instead of 200 m, such that the antennas are mostly in the
shallow firn zone of the 2.8 km thick SP ice. A schematic diagram of A1 with its transmitting and

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of ARA station 1.

receiving antennas is shown in Fig. 2. These antennas operate at radio frequencies, ranging from
150 MHz to 850 MHz. Four surface antennas offer cosmic ray detection. Signals from receivers
are first notch filtered (at 450 MHz) to exclude narrow-band communication signals. Before being
transmitted through low attenuation optical fiber to the surface, the filtered signals are amplified by
Low Noise Amplifiers which contribute to a total signal chain gain of roughly 80 dB. Additional
filters bandpass to 150-850 MHz signals at the surface DAQ. The signal then splits, and enters the
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Triggering Daughter board for ARA and the Digitizing Daughter board for ARA (DDA) which are
mounted on a mother board (ARA Triggering and Readout Interface, or ATRI). The ATRI board
also houses a Spartan-6 FPGA which contains the trigger logic. The digitizer records data only
when a signal exceeds some pre-defined threshold in at least 3 of the 8 same-polarized antennas.
The IRS2 chip then samples and digitizes with a sampling rate of up to 4 GHz (up to 8 channels
simultaneously) and power consumption of less than 20 mW per channel. Each station has 4 IRS2
chips (DDA 0-3), each connected to 4 antenna channels. The high power efficiency and speed is
typical of the Switched Capacitor Array architecture, comprising 128 capacitors and two delay lines
per channel. Each delay line helps digitize 64 odd and 64 even samples in one odd-numbered and
one even-numbered block; each block contains 64 samples. The analog data buffer can store 32k
samples with a maximum buffer time of 10 `𝑠, corresponding to a total of 32 × 1024 = 32768
samples at a rate of (32 × 1024)/(10 × 10−6) ≈ 3.2 GS/s. A full readout therefore corresponds to
32768/64 = 512 blocks of data. During sampling and digitization of these data, chip fabrication
errors can induce a timing jitter of O(100 ps), necessitating additional calibration of timing between
consecutive samples [4].

3. Timing Calibration

Calibration is performed on lab data collected by plugging a continuous wave (CW) generator
into the IRS2 chip at −50◦ 𝐶, similar to the SP deep ice temperature. This 214 MHz pre-deployment
CW data had a bias voltage of 1.8𝑉 which needs to be corrected (subtracted) before any calibration
can be done. After pedestal correction, we estimate the difference between the recorded time and
the expected time (jitter) of the IRS2 chip for each of the 128 sampling capacitors per channel. This
can be achieved by the following steps:

3.1 Separating odd-even samples

A1 has 64 samples/block × 8 blocks = 512 samples in a waveform. For our calibration, we
choose 384 samples (contrary to ARA stations 4 and 5 which used 896 samples [5]) because the first
block of most of the events is often corrupted and thus removed from calibration. Further filtering
of corrupted events that starts with even blocks makes the timing array (ti, 𝑖 = 0, 1, ...., 383) have
an x-offset from zero, which is corrected for by subtracting the first element from each remaining
element. As the odd and even samples lie on two different delay lines, we expect them to behave
differently. We therefore fit sine waves separately to odd and even samples and check their fit
frequencies (fi) for all the events, for all the channels.

3.2 Calibrating from the frequency distribution

Now we histogram the frequency distribution of all the events, after eliminating outliers with
the condition | 𝑓𝑖 − ⟨ 𝑓𝑖⟩| < 2𝜎( 𝑓𝑖), and record the mean frequency (fm). We seek to converge
this mean value to the input frequency (fI = 214 MHz). We use another normalization condition
𝑡′𝑖 =

𝑓𝑚

𝑓𝐼
𝑡𝑖 to obtain a new timing array (t′i ).
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3.3 Minimizing jitter

The jitter array (ji) is the timing offset between the expected and recorded times, for all of the
128 samples considered. To minimize this residual time, we repeat the above steps until the average
jitter value for each sample approaches zero. This can be achieved within a few iterations; in each
new iteration, the timing array is updated to: 𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡′𝑖 + 𝑗𝑖 .

After calibration, the jitter vs. sample number distribution shows jitter centered at zero, as ex-
pected for a successful timing calibration. Even samples in channel 1 retain a bimodal behavior
beyond calibration suggesting second-order corrections may be needed. We also notice that, in the
same DDA, the performance of the chip degrades with increasing channel number, as can be see
from the residual post-calibration jitter in the top right panel of Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Jitter for even samples (top) and odd samples (bottom). The first column is pre-calibration,
whereas the second is channel 0’s post-timing resolution and the third is channel 1’s post-timing resolution.

4. Voltage Calibration

The amplitude calibration of the input sine wave can be performed in two different ways. First,
we can histogram the ADC counts for each sample to be calibrated. The peak positions are then
used as the corresponding amplitude to fit a sine wave with running frequency and phase which are
recorded as voltages. The ratio of ADC-to-voltage (ADC2V) is recorded for each sample as the
ADC2V conversion factors are needed to convert our data into the desired voltage units. However,
this method is a crude way of determining the ADC2V conversion factors as it is time consuming
and not sufficiently precise, particularly when the conversion is not perfectly linear. Moreover,
the available calibration data is statistically insufficient for cross-check and validation of the above
described method. Therefore, we use a second method which is based on the timing calibration, as
follows:
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4.1 Sine wave fitting

As discussed briefly in The A1 Detector (Section 2), there are 32768 samples (64 samples
distributed in each of 512 blocks) to be calibrated for each channel. Calibration run 975 has 36007
events each with a two-block-subtracted size of 384 samples, to give a total of (36007×384)/32768 ≃
422 entries per samples available during the calibration process. We first fit a sine wave of the
form 𝑦𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 sin(2𝜋𝑘𝑖𝑡 − 𝜙𝑖) to the already existing timing calibrated data with 𝑘𝑖 and 𝜙𝑖 as free
parameters and 𝐴𝑖 fixed at 390, determined from the maximum amplitude of the timing calibrated
ADC distribution.

4.2 Linear vs. cubic fit

As a next step, we perform a fit to a scatter plot of voltage vs. ADC counts. Both linear and
broken cubic fits (fitting negative and positive data separately) were performed; we find that A1 data
fits best to a linear dependence, similar to A4 [5], but unlike A2, A3 [6] and A5 [5] which favored
cubic correlations. In this step, we also discard the fit parameters for samples with reduced 𝜒2 ≥ 1
and choose the 𝜒2/𝑛𝑑𝑓 of the neighbouring sample for the same.

Figure 4: Application of calibration on CP data (left) and delay distributions between electric channel 9
and 16 (right). Dotted-Red color shows no calibration (No Calib), Dashed-Green color shows only timing
calibration (T Calib), and Solid-Blue color shows both timing and voltage calibration (TV Calib).

After completing the voltage calibration, we validate our result by considering real CP data.
We choose a run, average all the CP events in a given run to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
and note the average pulser time (⟨Tc1

i ⟩). Next, we find the time difference between the average
waveform in a channel and all other events in that channel. Finally, for the signal arrival delay
distribution between two channels, we take the difference 𝛿𝑐1𝑐2 = (⟨𝑇𝑐1

𝑖 ⟩ − 𝑇𝑐1
𝑖 ) − (⟨𝑇𝑐2

𝑖 ⟩ − 𝑇𝑐2
𝑖 )

where 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are the VPol channel numbers. A sample delay distribution between two VPol
channels (and illustration of the application of calibration on CP waveforms) is shown in Fig. 4. As
evident from the standard deviation, the calibration narrows the pre-calibration delay distributions,
after both timing and voltage calibrations. We also find slight improvement in the peak amplitude
of the signal post-calibration.
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5. Antenna Position Calibration

The in-ice antenna positions were surveyed during deployment with approximately half a meter
accuracy but for a proper vertex reconstruction of neutrino source, we desire cm-scale precision. As
a proxy for a neutrino source, we use known two calibration sources: the local CPs, two deep radio
pulsers co-deployed with IceCube in 2011, and also the South Pole IceCore (SPIceCore) pulser [7].
Optimizing antenna positions will also let us solidify cable delays and the ice model with respect
to A1. The following steps were used for position calibration:

5.1 Finding an ice model

We use SPIceCore data for which the transmitting antenna was dropped down from a depth
of 850 m to 1100 m and find the relative time delays of direct signals between two VPol channels.
Similarly, we find the time delays between direct and refracted pulses from deep pulsers at IceCube
string 1 (IC1S) and string 22 (IC22S) for all HPol channels. We also use analytical ray-tracing and
simulate the time delays for both the cases. As a final step, the data and simulation are fitted for the
optimized depth (𝑧) dependent refractive index model (ARAFit Ice Model), 𝑛(𝑧) = 𝐴 − 𝐵𝑒𝐶𝑧 with
𝐴 = 1.78, 𝐵 = 0.42, and 𝐶 = −0.0179 as suggested by Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Time delays with SPIceCore (left) and IC1S (right).

5.2 Finding optimized antenna locations

A multi-parameter minimization is used to further calibrate the antenna geometry. An A1
specific ice model is used to calculate the ray-traced time 𝚫tRT between different channels for
a variety of input data: channel-to-channel time delays from CP data (𝚫tCP) and SPIceCore
data as a function of depth of the transmitter source (𝚫tSP(z)). These along with the cable
delays data from the deployment 𝚫tCABLE are used in a Minuit optimizer to solve for the an-
tenna locations, pulsers’ (CP, SP) locations, and cable delays corresponding to the minimum
𝜒2
𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = (𝚫tRT(CP) + 𝚫tCP + 𝚫tCABLE)2 + (𝚫tRT(SP) (z) + 𝚫tSP(z) + 𝚫tCABLE)2 value.
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Figure 6: Reconstructed skymap of local calpulser (left) and SPIceCore pulser (right) at a depth z = -1066
m using calibrated A1 coordinates. Intersection of the White-Dashed lines is the actual vertex position.

6. Result and Conclusion

As a final validation of our timing, voltage and antenna position calibration, we reconstruct
our known local CP and distant SPIceCore pulser calibration sources (as shown in Fig. 6) using the
maximum summed correlation of ray traced and data hit time difference between different pairs of
channels. We find a reasonable pointing resolution of zenith and azimuth angles with a few degrees
of uncertainty. For the distant source, there is ∼ 2◦ offset in the value of the reconstructed \ which is
partly due to the error in the estimate of SPIceCore pulser depth as it was moving with time as well
as bending of the direct ray by a few degrees in zenith depending on the depth and lateral distance
of the source. The zero values in the summed correlation, which correspond to a dark blue band in
the right plot of Fig. 5 indicate a region where the ray-tracing solution does not exist. Overall, we
achieve a precision in timing of O(100 ps) and a statistical precision in antenna position of O(10
cm) through calibration. A1 is now ready to analyze data in search of UHEN signals.
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